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 “Ekran” Group is a community of independent companies that develop, 

manufacture, market and integrate solutions in the realm of networking and 

telecommunications industry. 
 

“Ekran” Group Profile. 

 

“Ekran” Company was founded in year 1987 in Saint Petersburg, Russia, as TV sets repair 

workshop. Ekran, In Russian, means Screen, a screen of TV set in this case. In the middle of ’90 

years, the main business activity of “Ekran” Company has become telecommunications equipment 

research and delivery. Now CJSC “Ekran” is a group of companies contains some independent 

branches.  

 “PROTEI” - research and development center designs equipment and software for Next 

Generation Networks (NGN) like redundant softswitches, VoIP gateways, multiservice 

access nodes for VoIP and xDSL services. Another research direction of “PROTEI” is value 

added intellectual solutions for mobile and fixed providers. In this realm “PROTEI” offers 

SMS/ MMS/ USSD messaging solutions, Intelligent networks (CAMEL Gateways/ SSP, 

Location based services/ tracking/ informing, Voice mail, Call back, Logic Lines, DPI, Call 

Interceptors  and other smart network subsystems). 

 “SEVENTEST” - research and development center offers self designed solutions for PSTN/ 

NGN/ GSM/ UMTS networks monitoring, fraud management and service providers income 

verification by collation of already existed billing system data and the real traffic flows 

value measured by SEVENTEST’s network monitoring system.  

 “ARGUS”  - research and development center provides mainly software solutions for OSS/ 

BSS including inventory, resource testing and activation, subscribers support.  

 “INTELLECT – MODULE” designs and offers reliable systems for remote SNMP based 

monitoring of powering networks and fare end infrastructure. Wide range of onboard 

sensors data dedicated dray contacts, temperature, voltage, AC could be transparently 

transferred via Ethernet towards monitoring terminal or hardware follower.  

 NIITS – science research institute of telecommunications is the famous Russian/ Saint 

Petersburg science center provides a wide range of theoretical and practical researches in the 

field of telecommunications for Russian domestic application and worldwide. In fact, thanks 

to NIITS researches “Ekran” Company raises from TV sets repair and PABX box moving to 

modern telecom solutions providing. In the beginning, “Ekran” had ordered in NIITS labs 

researches of special telecom equipment for our Customers needs. There were calling card 

systems, signaling protocols converters, call interceptors and other for implementation 

ready-made telecom equipment of foreign vendors to local network that has some different 

characteristics. Late, those laboratories of NIITS that were Ekran’s subcontractors have 

become independent R&D centers within “Ekran” Group. 

 “Ekran Telecom” LLC is the branch of “Ekran” Group in Moscow. Its duty is distribution of 

telecommunications products and solutions designed by “Ekran Group” members and other 

companies on Russian and CIS market. 

 “EKRAN” LLC is the division of “Ekran” Group dedicated to system integration, project 

management and foreign vendors equipment delivery in the field of telecommunications, 

powering, navigation and shore based infrastructure. “EKRAN” LLC is the authorized 

partner and system integrator of RAD Company (Israel).  

All experience and knowledge obtained by “Ekran Group” specialists for many years, now can 

serve to anyone who needs to get high reliable, cost effective solutions and other related deals in the 

realm of telecommunications, networking, and hi-tech.   

http://www.protei.com/company/
http://www.seventest.ru/eng_index.phtml
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